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RobertJ.Connors

TheErasure
oftheSentence

This article examines the sentence-basedpedagogies that arose in composition during
the 1960sand 1970s-the generativerhetoricof FrancisChristensen,imitation exercises,
and sentence-combining--andattemptsto discernwhy these threepedagogieshavebeen
so completelyelidedwithin contemporarycomposition studies.The usefulnessof these
sentence-basedrhetoricswas neverdisproved,but a growingwave of anti-formalism,antibehaviorism,and anti-empiricismwithin English-basedcomposition studies after 1980
doomed them to a marginalityunderwhich they still exist today.The result of this erasure of sentence pedagogies is a culture of writing instruction that has very little to do
with or to say about the sentence outside of a purelygrammaticaldiscourse.

In

the 1980s, as composition studies matured, theoretical and critical interrogation of much of the field's received wisdom began in earnest. The field of
composition studies, increasingly in the hands of the new generation of trained
specialist Ph.D.s, began to do more and more effectively what intellectual fields
have always done: define, subdivide, and judge the efforts of members. Some elements of the older field of composition teaching became approved and burgeoned, while others were tacitly declared dead ends: lore-based and therefore
uninteresting, scientistic and therefore suspect, mechanistic and therefore destructive. Little attention has been paid to these preterite elements in the older
field of composition; they have been dropped like vestigial limbs, and most of
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those who once practiced or promoted those elements have retired or moved
to more acceptablevenues, maintaining a circumspect silence about their earlier flings with now-unpopularideas such as paragraphtheory, or structural
linguistics, or stage-model developmental psychology. Of all of the inhabitants of this limbo of discarded approaches, there is no more dramatic and
striking exemplar than what was called the
sentence
itselfasanelement
of
school of syntactic methods. These sentence- The
is
based pedagogiesrose fromoldersyntax-oriented composition
pedagogyhardly
oftextbooks.
outside
teaching methods to an extraordinarymoment mentioned
today
in the sun duringthe 1970sbiddingfairto become
methodologicallyhegemonic. But like the mayfly,their daywas briefthough intense, and these pedagogies arehardlymentioned nowin mainstream composition studies except as of faint historical interest. The sentence itself as an
element of composition pedagogy is hardlymentioned today outside of textbooks. But we can learn as much from watching the workingout of Darwinian
intellectual failuresas fromparticipatingin the self-congratulatorynormal science of the current winners, and so I offer this history of syntactic methods
since 1960 in the spirit of the old New Englandgravestone:'As you are now, so
once was I;as I am now, so you shall be."
From the earliest point in American composition-rhetoric,the sentence
was a centralcomponent of what studentswere askedto study,practice,and become conversant with. From the 1890s onward,chapters on The Sentence in
most textbooks were fairlypredictable.Western rhetoricaltheories about the
sentence date backto classicalantiquity,with roots in Latingrammarand in the
oralrhetoricaltheoriesof the classicalperiod,and they came to their nineteenthcentury form by a long process of accretion.Traditionalsentence pedagogy assumed grammatical knowledge of the sort inculcated by Reed and Kellogg
diagrams,but the prime elements in these textbook chapterswere taxonomic,
all this time focused on their place in sentence construction. Along with the
breakdownof sentences by grammaticaltypes-simple, compound, complex,
and compound-complex-which was usuallytaken up in the grammarchapters
of textbooks, the traditionalclassificationof sentences is by function:declarative, imperative, interrogative, and exclamatory sentences. The traditional
rhetoricalclassificationsof sentences were also covered:long and short, loose
and periodic, and balanced. In addition, sentence pedagogy nearlyalways included coverage of the old abstractions that informed modern compositionrhetoricfrom1890throughthe present:those of AdamsShermanHill (clearness,
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energy,force), BarrettWendell,(unity,coherence, emphasis), or C. S. Baldwin
(clearness and interest).1
All of these traditionalsentence pedagogies included many exercises and
much practice,andwe failto understandthem if we thinkof them only as defined
by their abstractionsand classifications.Most sentence chapters in textbooks
asked students to create many sentences, and indeed, sentence-levelpedagogy
was an importantpart of traditionalwriting courses.It became even more centralduringthe 1950s,a periodwhen compositionteacherswerelookingto structural linguistics with expectation and sentence-writing was much discussed.
But as I havediscussed in more detailelsewhere(Composition-Rhetoric
162-70),
it was just as structurallinguistics was gaining a serious foothold in composition pedagogy that its theoretical bases came under sustained and successful
attack from Noam Chomsky and the theory of transformational-generative
grammar.
Herewe enter a more familiarmodernterritory,the post-1960 eraof composition and composition studies. And it is here that we find the beginnings of
the three most important of the sentence-based rhetoricsthat were to seem so
promising to writing teachers of the New Rhetoricera:the generativerhetoric
of FrancisChristensen,imitation exercises,and sentence-combining.I want to
take up these three more modern syntactic methods in roughlychronological
order,beginning with the ideas of FrancisChristensen.

Christensen rhetoric
FrancisChristensen,a professorof English at the Universityof Southern California,began to publish essays in the early1960s complaining that traditional
theories of the sentence widely taught throughout the first sixty years of this
centurywere primarilytaxonomic ratherthan generativeor productive.Except
in providingexamples,they were not of much real help to teachers in showing
students how to write good sentences. In 1963, Christensenpublished what is
arguablyhis most important article,'A GenerativeRhetoricof the Sentence."In
this article and in other works published up to his death in 1970, Christensen
describeda new way of viewingsentences and a pedagogicalmethod that could
be used to teach students how to write longer,more mature,more varied and
interesting sentences.
In the opening sentence of 'A GenerativeRhetoricof the Sentence,"he announced his intentions: "Ifa new grammaris to be broughtto bear on composition, it must be brought to bear on the rhetoric of the sentence" (155).
Christensen was certain that the sentence is the most important element in
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rhetoricbecause it is "anaturaland isolable unit"("Course"168). Complaining
that the traditionalconceptions of the sentence were merelydescriptive,Christensen arguedthat traditionalsentence pedagogysimplydid not help students
learn to write. "Wedo not reallyteach our captive chargesto write better-we
155).Christensenindicated that both the
merelyexpect them to"("Generative"
grammaticaland rhetorical classifications of sentences are equally barren in
the amount of real assistance they give to students. "Weneed a rhetoricof the
sentence that will do more than combine the ideas of primer sentences. We
need one that will generate ideas"("Generative"155).
Christensen rhetoric did not follow the traditional canons of rhetoric,
which begin with conceptualization or invention; instead it opted for a view
that all other skills in language follow syntactic skills naturally.Accordingto
Christensen,you could be a good writer if you could learn to write a good sentence. His pedagogy consisted of short base-level sentences to which students
were asked to attach increasingly sotoChristensen,
beagood
youcould
phisticated systems of initial and final According
to
writer
if
learn
write
a
could
and
clauses
you
goodsentence.
phrases-what
modifying
he called "freemodifiers."Effectiveuse
of free modifiers would result in effective "cumulativesentences:' and Christensen'smost famous observationabout teaching the cumulativesentence was
that he wanted to push his students "to level after level, not just two or three,
but four,five, or six, even more, as far as the students' powers of observation
will take them. I want them to become sentence acrobats, to dazzle by their
160).
syntactic dexterity"("Generative"
Forsome years after 1963,Christensen'ssyntactic rhetoricwas widely discussed, praised,and damned.His few short articles-and all of them were contained in Notes towarda NewRhetoric,a book of 110pages-created an intense
interest in syntactic experimentation and innovation. Several experiments
confirmedthe effectiveness of using generativerhetoricwith students. During
the early 1970s, two published reports appearedon the use of the Christensen
Rhetoric Program (an expensive boxed set of overhead transparencies and
workbooksthat had appearedin 1968). CharlesA. Bond, after a ratherloosely
controlled experiment, reported that there was a "statisticallysignificant difference"between the grades of a group of students taught using Christensen
methods and those of a control grouptaught by conventionalmethods;he also
mentioned that his students were enthusiastic about cumulative sentences.
R. D. Walshe,teaching a group of adult night-class students in Australia(it is
hardto imagine two groupsof native-speakingEnglishstudents as farremoved
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from one another as Bond'sAmerican first-year students and Walshe'sAustralianworking people), found that although some of Christensen'sclaims for
his system were inflated, the ChristensenRhetoricProgramgenerallyworked
well and was liked by his students.
These tests of Christensen'sprogramwere unscientific and anecdotal,and
it was not until 1978 that a full-scale empirical researchtest was done on the
Christensen system. The experiment'screator,Lester Faigley,began with two
hypotheses:First,that the Christensen sentence method would increase syntactic maturity in those who used it (for a fuller discussion of the concept of
syntactic maturity,see the next section of this paper), and second, that the
Christensen rhetoric program as a whole would
showed
thatthe produce a measurablequalitativeincrease in writexperiment
Faigley's
Christensen
method
doesproduceing skill. Faigleytested four experimental sections
measurable
classroom
results.and fourcontrol sections in his experiment.The experimental sections used Christensen's A New
Rhetoric,and the controlsections used a well-knowncontent-orientedrhetoric
textbook, McCrimmon'sWritingwith a Purpose.Faigleyprovedboth of his hypotheses; he found that the writing producedby the Christensenprogramnot
only was measurablymore maturebut also receivedbetter averageratings (.63
on a six-point scale;statisticallysignificant)fromblind holistic readings("Generative"179). Faigley'sexperiment showed that the Christensen method does
produce measurableclassroom results.

Imitation
The argumentabout Christensenrhetoricwas in full swing during the middle
1960s when another syntactic method was first popularized:imitation exercises. UnlikeChristensenrhetoric,imitation was part of the rediscoveredtrove
of classical rhetoricaltheory that was coming to light in Englishdepartments.
From the time of Isocrates and Aristotle, exercises in direct imitation and in
the copying of structureshad been recommended by theorists and teachers of
rhetoric,and after EdwardP.J. Corbettpublished his essay "TheUses of Classical Rhetoric"in 1963and his ClassicalRhetoricfortheModernStudentin 1965,
the use of imitation exercises in composition classes enjoyed a renaissance of
popularity.There are,of course, differentmeanings for the term imitation,but
in rhetoricit has alwaysmeant one thing:the emulation of the syntax of good
prose models by students wishing to improvetheir writing or speaking styles.
The recurringword used by the ancients concerning imitation, according to
Corbett,was similis;the objective of imitation exercises was to make the stu-
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dent'swriting similarto that of a superiorwriter ("Theory"244). This similarity does not imply that the student'swriting will be identical to the writing she
imitates;the similaritythat imitation promotes is not of content, but of form.
Corbettrecommends severaldifferentsorts of exerofimitation
exercises
cises, the first and simplest of which involves "copy- The
objective
word
for
word
from admired authors" wastomake
thestudent's
ing passages,
writing
tothatofasuperior
writer.
("Theory"247). For students who have spent some similar
time copying passages, Corbett recommends a second kind of imitation exercise:pattern practice. In this exercise, the student
chooses or is given single sentences to use as patterns after which he or she is
to design sentences of his or her own. "Theaim of this exercise,"says Corbett,
"isnot to achieve a word-for-wordcorrespondencewith the model but rather
to achieve an awarenessof the variety of sentence structure of which the English languageis capable"("Theory"249).The model sentences need not be followed slavishly,but Corbettsuggests that the student observe at least the same
kind, number,and orderof phrases and clauses.
After Corbett'sinitial arguments for imitation, other scholars took the
method up as an important technique. As Winston Weathers and Otis Winchester put it in their 1969 textbook on imitation, Copyand Compose,writing
"isa civilized art that is rooted in tradition"(2). The assumption that imitation
makes about contemporarystudent writing is that it is often stylisticallybarren because of lack of familiaritywith good models of prose style and that this
barrenness can be remedied by an intensive course in good prose models.
Weathersand Winchester-whose Copyand Composeand TheNew Strategyof
Style,as well as Weathers'sAn AlternateStyle:Optionsin Composition,recommended imitation as a primary exercise-became the most notable proponents of imitation. Weathers and Winchester used a slightly more complex
model of imitation than did Corbett:They asked their students first to copy a
passage, then to reada providedanalysisof the model'sstructure,and finallyto
compose an imitation. During the 1970s, Frank D'Angelo,William Gruber,
Penelope Starkey,S. Michael Halloran,and other writers all supported classicallybased imitation exercisesas effectivemethods for attainingimprovedstudent sentence skills. A second set of imitation exercises proposed during the
late 1960s and early 1970s were called "controlledcomposition exercises,"and
were actuallya hybrid,melding some aspects of imitation and some aspects of
sentence-combining. Controlledcomposition, accordingto EdmundMiller,is
"the technique of having students copy a passage as they introduce some systematic change"(ii).
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Fromthe middle 1960s onward,a small but significant number of voices
kept reproposingthe value of imitation. FrankD'Angelonoted that imitation
connoted counterfeiting and stereotyping in most people's minds, when it
should connote originality and creativity.A student who practices imitation,
he suggests, "maybesparedat least some of the fumblingsof the novicewriter"
for forms in which to express his thoughts (283). A "studentwill become more
originalas he engages in creativeimitation,"claimed D'Angelo(283).Weathers
and Winchester took the argument further:"Originalityand individualityare
outgrowths of a familiarity with originality in the work of others, and they
emerge from a knowledge of words, patterns, constructions and procedures
that all writers use"(Copyand Compose2).
Like Christensen rhetoric, imitation was put to the test, in this case by
RosemaryHake and Joseph Williams, who performed an experiment in 1977
that comparedsentence-combiningpedagogywith an imitation pedagogythat
they evolved under the term "sentenceexpansion."Hake and Williams found
that the students in their imitation group learned to write better expository
prose with fewer flaws and errors than students using sentence-combining
pedagogies ("Sentence"143).Since sentence-combiningwas known by the late
seventies to produce better syntactic
Hake
andWilliams
found
thatthestudents
intheir results than non-sentence methods,
imitation
learned
towritebetter
group
expositorythis finding was important.Imitation,
flawsanderrors
withfewer
thanstudentsproponents claimed, provided stuprose
using
sentence-combining
pedagogies.dents with practice in the "abilityto
design" that is the basis of a mature
The
different
imitation
prose style.
techniques, whether they consist of direct
copying of passages, composition of passages using models, or controlled mutation of sentence structures,all have this in common:They cause students to
internalizethe structuresof the piece being imitated;as Corbettpoints out, internalization is the key term in imitation. With those structures internalized,
a student is free to engage in the informed processes of choice, which are the
wellspring of real creativity.William Gruber,writing in 1977, argued that imitation assists in design:"Standingbehind imitation as a teaching method is the
simple assumption that an inability to write is an inability to design-an inabilityto shape effectivelythe thought of a sentence, a paragraph,or an essay"
(493-94). Gruberarguedthat imitation liberatesstudents'personalitiesby freeing them of enervatingdesign decisions, at least temporarily.Without knowledge of what has been done by others, claimed proponents of imitation
exercises,there can be no profound originality.
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The sentence-combining juggernaut
Sentence-combiningin its simplest form is the process of joining two or more
short,simplesentencesto make one longersentence,using embedding,deletion,
subordination, and coordination. In all probabilitysentence-combining was
taughtby the grammaticusof classicalRome,but such exerciseshave tended to
be ephemera,and none has come down to us. ShirleyRose'sarticleof 1983,"One
HundredYearsof Sentence-Combining,"
tracedthe use of similartechniquesback
to the nineteenthcenturyand arguedthat teachersaskingstudents to combine
short sentences into long ones was a pedagogygrowingout of schoolbookgrammar and structuralgrammaras well as moremoderngrammaticalideas (483).
While combining exercises can be found in the 1890s, it was not until
1957,when Noam Chomskyrevolutionizedgrammaticaltheory with his book
Syntactic Structures,that the theoretical base was established upon which
modern sentence-combining pedagogies would be founded. This base was, of
course, Chomskian transformational-generative(TG) grammar,which for a
while caused tremendous excitement in the field of composition. TGgrammar,
which quicklyswept both traditionaland structuralgrammaraside in linguistics between 1957and 1965,seemed at that time to present to composition the
possibility of a new writing pedagogybased on the study of linguistic transformations. In 1963,Donald Batemanand
inthe
exercises
canbefound
combining
FrankJ.Zidonis of The Ohio State Uni- While
itwasnotuntil1957,whenNoam
Chomsky
versity conducted an experiment to 1890s,
determine whether teaching high- revolutionized
his
with
book
grammatical
theory
school students TG grammar would Syntactic
thatthetheoretical
basewas
Structures,
reduce the incidence of errorsin their established
which
modern
sentenceupon
writing. They found that students combining
would
befounded.
pedagogies
taught TG grammarboth reduced errors and developed the abilityto write more complex sentence structures.Despite some questionable features in the Bateman and Zidonis study, it did
suggest that learningTG grammarhad an effect on student writing.
The Bateman and Zidonis study was published in 1964, and in that same
a
year studywas publishedthat was to have far more importance for sentencecombining: Kellogg Hunt's GrammaticalStructures Writtenat Three Grade
Levels.Francis Christensenhad been using the term "syntacticfluency"since
1963, but Christensen'suse of it was essentially qualitative and impressionistic. Hunt'swork would become the basis for most measurements of "syntactic
maturity"a quantitative term that came to be an important goal of sentencecombining.To recapHunt'sstudy quickly:He wished to find out what elements
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of writing changed as people maturedand which linguistic structures seemed
to be representativeof maturewriting.Tothis end he studied the writings of average students in the fourth, eighth, and twelfth gradesand expository articles
in Harper'sand The Atlantic. At first Hunt studied sentence length, but he
quicklybecame awarethat the tendency of youngerwriters to string together
many short clauses with "and"meant that sentence length was not a good indicator of maturityin writing. He studied clause length, and as he says,he "became more and more interested in what I will describe as one main clause plus
whateversubordinateclauses happen to be attached to or embedded within it"
("Synopsis"111).This is Hunt'smost famous concept, the minimal terminable
unit"or "T-unit."
"EachT-unit:'says Hunt,is "minimalin length and each could
be terminated grammaticallybetween a capital and a period"(112).
The T-unit,Hunt found,was a much more reliableindex of stylistic maturity than sentence length. Eventuallyhe determined the three best indices of
stylistic maturity:the averagenumber of words per T-unit,the averagenumber
of clausesper T-unit,and the averagenumberof wordsper clause.When applied
to writing at differentgradelevels, he found that these numbersincreased at a
steadyincrement.Belowis a chartthat FrankO'Hareadaptedfrom Hunt'swork
and from similarworkby RoyO'Donnell,WilliamGriffin,and RaymondNorris:
Table
1:Words
clauses
wordsperclause
perT-unit,
perT-unit,
GradeLevel

Words/T-unit
Clauses/T-unit
Words/Clause

3

4

5

7

7.67
1.18
6.5

8.51
1.29
6.6

9.34
1.27
7.4

9.99
1.30
7.7

Superior
8
11.34
1.42
8.1

12
14.4
1.68
8.6

Adults
20.3
1.74
11.5

O'Hare(22).

As you can see, the rise in these three indices over time is obvious. Although
these preliminarystudies of Bateman and Zidonis and of Hunt used no sentence-combining at all, they did representthe bases from which high-modern
sentence-combiningsprang:the methodologicallinguistic base ofTG grammar
and the empiricalquantitativebase of Hunt'sstudies of syntactic maturity.
These two bases were broughttogether in the first importantexperiment
involving sentence-combining exercises, that of John Mellon in 1965. Mellon
calledthe 1969reportof his experimentTransformational
Sentence-Combining:
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A MethodforEnhancingthe Developmentof SyntacticFluencyin EnglishComposition, and his was the first study actually asking students to practice combining kernelsentences ratherthan merelyto learngrammar."Research:'wrote
Mellon," .. clearlyshows that memorizedprinciplesof grammar,whether conventional or modern, clearlyplay a negligible role in helping students achieve
'correctness'in theirwritten expression"(15).What couldhelp students do this,
reasoned Mellon, was instruction in TG grammarplus practice exercises in
combining short "kernelsentences"into longer,more complex sentences.
With Mellon'sinitial publicationof his work in 1967 and then with the national publicationbyNCTEin 1969,sentence-combiningwas establishedas an
importanttool in helping students write more maturesentences. But the grammar question still remained open. Since Mellon had to spend so much time
teaching the principles of TG grammarin orderto allow his students to work
on his complex exercises, there was doubt as to which activity-learning the
grammaror doing the exercises-had gotten the results.Afterall,Batemanand
Zidonis had gotten errorreduction-though admittedlynot scientificallymeasured growth-from mere TG grammarinstruction alone. How much importance did the sentence-combiningexercises reallyhave?
These questions were put to rest once again and for all in 1973 with the
publication of Frank O'Hare'sresearch monograph Sentence-combining:Improving Student Writingwithout Formal GrammarInstruction. This study,
which was the spark that ignited the
which
wasthespark
thatignited
the
study,
sentence-combining boom of the late This
ofthelate1970s,
boom
1970s, showed beyond a doubt that sentence-combining
without
showed
a
that
doubt
exercises,
sentence-combining
beyond
sentence-combining
without
instruction
atall,
any grammar instruction at all, could exercises,
anygrammar
achieve important gains in syntactic could
achieve
in
important
gains syntactic
maturity for students who used them. maturity
forstudents
whousedthem.
Testing seventh graders, O'Hareused
sentence-combining exercises with his experimental group over a period of
eight months without ever mentioning any of the formalrules of TGgrammar.
The control groupwas not exposed to sentence-combining at all.
O'Hare'stest measured six factors of syntactic maturity and found that
"highlysignificant growth had taken place on all six factors"(55). His experimental group of seventh graders,after eight months of sentence-combining,
now wrote an averageof 15.75 words per T-unit,which was 9 percent higher
than the 14.4 words per T-unit Hunt had reported as the average of twelfth
graders.The other factors were similarlyimpressive.Just as important as the
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maturity factors, though, were the results of a second hypothesis O'Harewas
testing:whetherthe sentence-combininggroupwould write compositions that
would be judged better in overallqualitythan those of the control group.Eight
experiencedEnglishteachersrated240 experimentaland controlessayswritten
afterthe eight-monthtest period, and when asked to choose between matched
pairs of essays, chose an experimental-groupessay 70 percent of the time. The
results suggestedthat sentence-combiningexercisesnot only improvedsyntactic maturitybut also affectedperceivedqualityof writing in general.
The O'Harestudyfocused interestin sentence-combining,which had been
associated with Mellon'scomplex directions, as a pedagogic tool. A follow-up
studyby WarrenE.Combsfound that the gains in writing qualitythat wereproduced by O'Hare'smethods persisted overtime and were still notable as long as
two months after the sentence-combining practice had been discontinued.
Textbooks began to appear using sentence-combining exercises, notably
A ComposingBook in 1973, which used
William Strong'sSentence-Combining:
own
O'Hare's
and
exercises,
Sentencecraftof 1975.There remained now
"open"
one
about
only
importantquestion
sentence-combining:Was it useful for firstyearstudents in college,orwerethey too old to be helped by the practiceit gave?
Therewas no doubt that it workedat the secondary-schoollevel, but an article
by James Ney in 1976 describinghis attempts to use sentence-combiningin a
first-yearclass cast doubt on the technique'susefulness for eighteen year olds.
Some teachers who had tried small doses of sentence-combining in first-year
classes anecdotallyreportedno noticeable change in student writing.
Were college students too old for syntactic methods? This last question
was answered in 1978 by the publication of the first results of a large and impressivelyrigorousstudy conducted under an Exxon grant at MiamiUniversity
of Ohioby Donald A. Daiker,AndrewKerek,and MaxMorenberg.This collegelevel study used ninety of William Strong's"open"exercises and others created
by the Miami researchers.These "open"exercises, some of which were lengthy
and gave considerablestylistic and creativeleeway to students, gave no directions on how best to complete them, and thus there was no "correct"answeror
combination.Daiker,Kerek,and Morenberg'sexperimentaland control groups
each consisted of six sections of first-yearcollegestudents,and theirexperiment
was conducted over a fifteen-weeksemester (245-48). The Miami researchers
found that their experimentalgroup,like O'Hare's,evidencedboth statistically
meaningfulgains in syntactic maturityand a gain in overallqualityof the writing they produced.Daiker,Kerek,and Morenberg'ssentence-combininggroup
moved duringthe experimentfrom a high-twelfth-grade-levelof syntactic ma106
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turityto a level approximatinghigh-sophomore-or junior-levelcollege writing
skills. In addition, their experimental group showed statistically significant
gains in three qualitative measures of general essay quality:holistic, forcedchoice, and analytic (Morenberg,Daiker,and Kerek250-52).
The late 1970s,just afterthe Miamiexperiment,werethe high-watermark
for sentence-combining.The literaturegrew so fast it was difficult to keep up
with it; Daikerand his colleagues hosted an entire largeconference devoted to
sentence-combining at Miami in 1978 and another in 1983;scores of normalscience experiments were conducted using it in classrooms across the nation
duringthe early1980s.The lesson of sentence-combiningwas simple but compelling;as O'Haresaid, "writingbehaviorcan be changed fairlyrapidlyand with
relativeease"(68). The result:Sentence-combiningwas a land-rush for a time.
Between 1976 and 1983,there were no fewer than 49 articles in majorjournals
about sentence-combining and hundreds of papers and conference presentations.2The success of the method provokednasty quarrelsabout who "owned"
it or had a moral right to profit from it. Revisionist narrativesabout development of the technique were published.Everyone,it seemed, wanted a piece of
the pie now that it had been proven so tasty.
With the potency duringthe early1980s of the movement towardempirical research-a movement that had been materiallystrengthenedby the popularity of some of the sentence-combining research-we might expect that
sentence-combiningwould have continued as a potent force in the developing
field of composition studies. The researchwas there;the pedagogy was usable
by almost any teacher and providedresults that could be seen impressionisticallyas well as measured;the method had powerfulchampions.It had been long
assumed that sentence-combiningcould be a usefulpart of a complete rhetoric
program,but by the late 1970s,the venerableKelloggHunt was suggestingthat
sentence-combiningwas so useful that it should take up all class time in a firstyearcourse,that "ineverysense, sentence-combiningcan be [a]comprehensive
writingprogramin and of itself, for at least one semester"('Anybody"156).
Look upon my works,ye mighty,and despair.

The counterforces
In an astonishing reversalof fortune for sentence rhetorics,the triumphalism,
the quarrels,and the debates of the early 1980s-now mostly forgotten-died
awayafter1983or so.The articleson sentenceissues fellawayradically,and those
that were written were more and more about applicationsto learningdisabilities, or Englishas a second language,or special education.Erstwhilesyntactic
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rhetoricians turned to other issues. The devaluation of sentence-based
rhetorics is a complex phenomenon, and we need to approachit with circumspection. Let me first try to establish the realityof what I'mcallingthe "erasure
of the sentence"in clearlynumericalterms. Table2 lists raw numbers of books
and articles appearing in general-composition journals about the three sentence rhetorics discussed in this essay.
While I can't claim that this chart, which I derived from a combination
of ERICsearching and my own research,is exhaustive or even directly replicable, the numbers themselves are less important than the trends they show.
And these numerical trends strongly match our intuitive sense of what has
been going on. We see, starting with Christensen'sfirst articles in the early
1960s, a strong interest in sentence-writing that was mostly taken up with
generativerhetoric and imitation duringthe earlyperiod of the New Rhetoric,
say, 1963-1975. After 1976, the interest in Christensen begins to peter out as
sentence-combining gathers momentum; a truly extraordinaryburst of activity occurred in the late 1970s and early 1980s. But after 1984, general articles
on sentence-combining died out, and more and more of the essays published
had to do with use of sentence-combiningin classes in Englishas a second language or with behaviorally disordered or autistic students; an ERICsearch
shows onlythree essayspublishedon general-compositionsentence-combining
after 1986.The few general articles that were published after 1986 came more
and more to be critical, but even the criticisms died away. After the mid1980s, the sentence rhetorics of the 1960s and 1970s were gone, at least from
books and journals.3 Shirley Rose's 1983 article on the history of sentencecombining, which probablyfelt when she wrote it like a historical background
to a vital part of the field, now looks more like the ave atque vale of the field to
sentence-combining.
2:Books
Table
andcomposition
articles
aboutsentence
1960-1998
rhetorics,
journal

1960-1965
1966-1970
1971-1975
1976-1980
1981-1985
1986-1990
1991-1998

Christensen

Imitation

Sentence-combining

4
13
12
6
2
2
1

1
2
5
4
3
5
2

1
2
3
31
23
3
2
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What icebergdid this Titanicmeet? It was not a sudden ending, certainly;
there had been criticisms of sentence rhetorics going back to the 1960s.There
had been some sentence-combining studies resentence
rhetorics
1980s,
porting equivocal results. There had been argu- Bytheearly
ments over the differences between Christensen's hadbeencriticized
some
theorists
by
fifteen
"syntacticfluency"and Hunt's"syntacticmaturity." forover
years-butfinally
And there had been ongoing questions about the thecriticisms
werecoming
tobite.
and
of
T-units
and
the
relationmeaning
validity
ship between syntactic maturityand holisticallyratedwriting quality.But all of
these had been essentially in-house issues, methodological or pragmatic,
mostly waged in the pages of Researchin the TeachingofEnglish.By the early
1980s,sentence rhetoricshad been criticized by some theorists for over fifteen
years-but finallythe criticisms were coming to bite.
That this devaluationof sentence rhetorics took place slowly meant that
it was not noticeable as such by most people in the field. But once noted, it
stands out as quite an extraordinary phenomenon. The story of sentence
rhetorics is analogous, perhaps,to that of the U.S. space exploration effort of
the 1960s.JohnF.Kennedydeterminedin 1961that we would beat the Russians
to the moon, and as a result of amazing effort, technological breakthrough,
heart-rending sacrifice, and incalculable spondulix, Apollo 11 landed on the
MareTranquilitatisin 1969.Wewent back a few more times, put up flags, drove
about in dune-buggies, collected dusty gray rocks, and came home. We had
seen what it had to offer.And after a while, we did not go back any more.
Similarly,in the early 1960s,a few scholars in composition determinedto
update the ages-old notion that students needed to be able to write good sentences before they could write good essays. Through new discovery,imaginative application of literaryideas, grammaticaltheory, and empirical research
breakthroughs,methods and measurements were evolved that could determine whetherstudent writerswerewritingbetter sentences.Teachingmethods
relatingto the measurementswere tested, and they succeeded, repeatedlyand
incontrovertibly,in producingbetter sentence writers.In addition,researchers
determinedthat therewas indeed a correlationbetween sentence skill and generalperceivedwriting skill,discoveringrepeatedlythat experimentalsentencewriting groups were also holisticallyrated better writers.The techniques were
honed and refinedfor differentlevels, and they finallyappearedin easily usable
textbooks availableto all. We had said we wanted newer and better teaching
techniques, and the sentence rhetorics of the 1960s and 1970s providedthem.
And, as a discipline, we then peered quizzically at what we had wrought,
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frowned,and declaredthat no, this was not what we had reallywanted.We had
seen what it had to offer.And after a while, we did not go back any more.
To understandthe reasons for the erasureof sentence rhetorics,we need
to look at the kinds of criticisms that were leveled at them almost as soon as
they demonstrated any success. It will become apparent,doing this, that sentence rhetorics were not draggedunder by any sudden radical uprising in the
early1980s,but ratherfinallysuccumbed to an entire line of criticism that had
been ongoing for at least fifteen years.The reasons for the erasureof the sentence are multiple and complex, but as we look back over the varied critiques
of syntactic rhetoricsthat were leveled beginningwith Johnson,I think we can
induce some generalthemes-themes that I would arguerepresentan important, if sometimes tacit, set of underlifedefinitions for composition studies in
the past two decades.
The first and most obvious of the lines of criticismthat would engulf sentence rhetoricswas whatwe might call anti-formalism-the idea that anypedagogybased in formratherthan in content was automaticallysuspect. Some part
of this anti-formalistposition is a resultof distrustof traditionaltextbook pedagogies,what we might call the reactionagainstrhetoricalatomism.Formuch of
rhetoricalhistory,and certainlyfor all of the history of composition, the pedagogical method of taking discourse apart into its constituent components and
workingon those components separatelyhad been accepted almost absolutely.
In Americancomposition-rhetoric,this meant the familiartextbookbreakdown
of the "levels"of discourse-the word,the sentence,the paragraph,the essay.The
greatdifferencebetween the earlyNew Rhetoricof the 1960s and 1970s and the
workthat came afterit is largelyfound in the New-Rhetoricacceptanceof atomistic formallevelsup until the late 1970sand the laterrejectionof them. The first
exposition of this point was byJamesMoffettin his classic 1968book Teaching
the UniverseofDiscourse,in which Moffettsurveyedsentence rhetorics(including Christensen and early [Mellon] sentence-combining) and concluded that
teachers must "leavethe sentence within its broaderdiscursivecontext"(186).
Teacherscan help students relate to syntactic options only in the context of a
whole discourse,Moffettbelieved,and thus a teachercan only help a student "if
the units of learningare units largerthan the hindsight sentence."He criticized
traditionalwritingpedagogyfor moving from "littleparticle to big particle"towardthe whole composition."Forthe learner:'Moffettwrote,"basicsarenot the
small-focustechnicalthings but broadthings like meaningand motivation,purpose and point, which arepreciselywhat are missing from exercises"(205).This
was a line of attackthat came to be heardmore and more often.
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We first see it in responses to FrancisChristensen'swork,which began to
drawcriticism almost as soon as it was formulated.The ink was hardlydry on
the largeand ambitious ChristensenRhetoricProgram,Christensen'sexpensive
boxed set of workbooksand projectoroverlays,when the firstserious critiqueof
his theory was published in 1969. SabinaThorneJohnson, in an article called
"SomeTentativeStrictureson GenerativeRhetoric:"admitted that Christensen
offered"arevolutionin ourassessment of
inhigher-level
skills
such
needtraining
style and in our approachto the teaching Students
more
thanthey
andorganization
of composition"(159), but she also had asinvention
some important reservations about the needtoknow
acrobats."
howtobe"sentence
generativenatureof the cumulativesentence. Johnson'scritiquewas essential:"Christensenseems to believethat form
can generatecontent (Program,p. vi). I don'tbelieveit can, especiallyif the content is of an analytical or critical nature"(159).Johnson went on to criticize
Christensen'srelianceupon narrativeand descriptivewriting for his examples
and as the basis for his theory,complainingthat narrativeand descriptiveskills
seldom carryover to exposition. She initiated a line of argument against syntactic methods that later came to seem conclusive:that students need training
in higher-levelskills such as inventionand organizationmore than they need to
know how to be "sentenceacrobats."
Christensen himself died (of natural causes) shortly afterJohnson'sarticle appeared,and the attack on his theory led to a colorful exchange between
Johnson and Christensen'swidow Bonniejeanthat can be surveyedin back is-.
sues of CollegeEnglish.This debatewas joined by A. M.Tibbetts,who made several telling points. Although Christensen is useful in the classroom, said
Tibbetts,the claims he made for his system are simply "notempiricallytrue as
stated"(142).It is true that patternpracticewith cumulativesentences can help
students learn to use free modifiers,Tibbetts continued, but that is only one of
the skillswriters need. While he admitted that Christensen'smethod produced
clever sentences from students, Tibbetts complained that that was part of the
problem."Whatwe are generallyafter in expositorywriting,"Tibbetts warned,
"is accuracyratherthan cleverness"(144). He rearticulatedJohnson'sreservations about the formalgenerativityof the Christensenrhetoricprogram.Christensen'stheory,arguedTibbetts,is not designedto teachyoungpeople how to do
the most valuablethings any grammar-rhetoricshould be designed to teachhow to think;how to separateand define issues;how to isolate fallacies;how to
make generalizationsand valuejudgments-in brief,how to express the truths
and realitiesof our time and how to argueforimprovements.He criticizes,as did
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Johnson, Christensen's "fiction fallacy:' as he calls it: the idea that students
should learn to write like Welty and Faulkner. Narrative and descriptive writing, Tibbetts claims, require no logical analysis and lead to "arty,false descriptions of adolescent mental states" (143). If you want nothing but "sentence
acrobats," Tibbetts warned, "you are likely to get what you deserve--dexterous
rhetorical acrobats who dexterously tell untruths" (143).
W. Ross Winterowd, no enemy to linguistic issues in composition, also
questioned Christensen's work in 1975, when he pointed out that Christensen
rhetoric exercises "take sentences out of the living content of the rhetorical situation and make them into largely meaningless dry runs" (338). Although he
was himself trained in linguistics, Winterowd had deep reservations about
large claims made for formalist "technologies":
I can envision no "technology"of composition, no effective programmingof students for efficiency in learning to write-nor would most composition teachers
want such efficiency. From my point of view, "efficient"exercises in sentencebuilding, for instance, are downright morbid because they miss the point concerning the creative act of producing meaningful language in a rhetorical
situation. (90)
And when James Moffett reacted to the formalist orientation of early sentencecombining, his Parthian shot-"It's about time the sentence was put in its
place" (187)--could have been the watchword on syntactic rhetorics for a whole
group of theorists whose work was gaining power.
The two loci classici of this anti-formalist position were the papers given
at the second Miami sentence-combining conference in 1983 by Donald Murray
and by Peter Elbow (their invitation by the Miami group seems in retrospect
not unlike Brutus's decision to allow
When
James
Moffett
reacted
totheformalistAntony to speak at Caesar's funeral).4
ofearly
orientation
his Murray's essay is one of the wildest and
sentence-combining,
Parthian
timethesentence
was most subtle he ever wrote, an almost
shot-"lt'sabout
havebeenthe unreadable melange of brainstorming
(187)-could
putinitsplace"
onsyntactic
watchword
forawhole lists, poem drafts, and endless badly
rhetorics
oftheorists
whose
work
wasgaining
group
power.combined sentences that commit formal mayhem on sentence-combining
while never mentioning the technique, inviting students to write as badly as he
does here in order to learn to write well. Elbow was much more open in his challenges to the formalist assumptions of sentence-combining, and he deserves to
be quoted at length:
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I think sentence-combining is vulnerable to attack for being so a-rhetoricalso distant from the essential process of writing. In sentence-combining the student is not engaged in figuringout what she wants to say or sayingwhat is on her
mind. And because it provides prepackaged words and ready-made thoughts,
sentence-combining reinforces the push-button, fast-food expectations in our
culture. As a result the student is not saying anything to anyone:The results of
her work are more often "answers"given to a teacher for correction-not "writing" given to readersfor reactions. (233)
Though Elbow followed up this frontal barrage with a quick statement that
these were his misgivings in their most extreme form, the remainder of his essay is a careful assessment of the dangers of making sentence-based work any
very important part of writing instruction. Believing that "everyone of our students at every moment is capable of generating a perfectly intelligible, lively
sentence," Elbow says that the way to bring student skills out most usefully is
"by leaving syntax more alone-that is, by learning to do a better job of writing
down words in the order in which they come to mind" (241). Indeed, the whole
thesis of Elbow's essay is that students do better and are truer to their own language when they leave their syntax alone. Elbow's final word on form-based
work is that it is not, cannot be, genuinely generative. "[Sentence-combining]
gives the wrong model for generating by implying that when we produce a sentence we are making a package for an already completed mental act" (245).5
The second strand of criticism leveled against syntactic rhetorics is related to anti-formalism; we might call it anti-automatism or anti-behaviorism.
This set of critiques was based in the idea that pedagogies that meant to tap
into non-conscious behavioral structures and to manipulate them for a specific
end were inherently demeaning to students. The debate on behaviorism had
been raging since the 1950s, of course, but it was given new impetus in composition in 1969 with the notorious publication of Robert Zoellner's "TalkWrite: A Behavioral Pedagogy for Composition" in College English. Zoellner's
open plea for consideration of behavioral aspects to writing pedagogy struck a
powerful nerve; College English printed no fewer than eight passionate rejoinders to Zoellner in 1969 and 1970. Behaviorism in psychology was the subject
of deep distrust on the part of most humanists, and any proposal for pedagogical uses of it was bound to be regarded with suspicion. It was here that syntactic pedagogies were problematical, because they all used exercises to build
"skills"in a way that was not meant to be completely conscious. These skills
would then be on tap for all conscious student-writing purposes. What most
syntactic theorists wanted from their pedagogies was a systematic and intense
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exposure of student writers to models and activities that would not only teach
but would rather,as W.Ross Winterowdsuggests, "acthem "correctstructure":'
tivate their competence"in language so that it "spillsover into the areaof performance" (253). Effective generation, imitation, or combination would be
praised, and incorrect syntactic manipulation could be corrected and criticized. But for many critics, the behaviorist, exercise-based formats of these
pedagogies were deeply troubling.They were perceived as a-rhetorical,uncreative, and in some senses destructive of individuality.
Imitationexercisesin particularwereperceivedas activelyinsultingto the
creativityof student writers. Probablythe most controversialof the syntactic
methods in the 1970s,imitation exercises seemed to ask their team to play defense from the beginning. Objections to imitation were made on several
grounds, and most theorists who discussed imitation even in the 1970s felt
compelled to defend their interest in it. FrankD'Angeloclaimed in 1973 that
popular feeling against imitation existed because it was perceivedas drudgery,
"dull,heavy, and stultifying" (283), and
fortheunpopularity
Themainreason
of spent his essay explicatinghow imitation
wasthatitwasperceived
as"mere was actually close to invention. But the
imitation
ofstudent complaint about drudgeworkwas only a
servilecopying,"
destructive
toa mechanized,part of the reason that imitation was a
andcontributory
individuality
viewofwriting. pedagogy besieged from its inception.
Skinnerian
dehumanizing,
The main reason for the unpopularityof
imitationwas that it was perceivedas "mereservilecopying:'destructiveof student individualityand contributoryto a mechanized, dehumanizing,Skinnerian view of writing. The romanticism of the age, seen clearly in much of the
anti-Zoellnercriticism,would growmore and more potent as the 1970s segued
into the 1980s.Teachersand theorists reacted against any form of practicethat
seemed to compromise originalityand the expression of personal feelings, and
imitation exerciseswere among the most obviousindoctrinationsto "tradition"
and "the system."As a result of this fear of loss of individualityand originality
in student writing, those who recommended imitation were fighting a battle
that they were the first to join and, ultimately,the first to lose.
Although imitation's defenders sought to clear it of the charges of automatism leveled against it by the age, argumentsagainst imitation never disappeared,even during its heyday,since it was the most overtly anti-romantic
of the sentence-based writing pedagogies. D'Angelonoted in 1973 that imitation connotes counterfeitingand stereotypingin most people'sminds, when it
should connote originalityand creativity.WilliamGruber,whose essay is titled
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"'ServileCopying'and the Teachingof English,"knew that imitation was distrusted by many teachers when he argued that imitation does not affect creativity.Gruberarguedthat imitationexercisesliberatestudents'personalitiesby
freeing them of enervating design decisions, at least temporarily.Without
knowledge of what has been done by others, he claimed, there can be no profound originality:"Self-expressionis possible only when the self has a defined
areato workin"(497).But Gruberadmittedthat imitation "seems,I suppose,an
'inorganic'way of teachingwriting"(495) and that his students initiallyseemed
suspicious of it. "Thegreaterpart of students'mistrust of imitation ... seems to
derive more from emotional factors than from intellectual ones: for they grew
up duringthe sixties, and they seem eitherto balk at any extreme formalization
of the process of education, or to want one instant set of rules for all writing"
(496).Gruberwas indeed up againstthe powerfulpsychologicalbackwashof the
1960s,as were, eventually,all proponents of sentence rhetorics.
The problem was in the exercises. Critics pointed out that sentencecombining exercises were quintessentially exercises, context-stripped from
what students really wanted to say themoutthatsentence-combining
selves. James Britton and his colleagues Critics
pointed
werequintessentially
called such exercises "dummyruns,"a term exercises
exercises,
from
whatstudents
Britton'sgroup evolvedto describetasks un- context-stripped
really
related to the largerissues of creative com- wanted
tosaythemselves.
posing in which a student is "calledupon to
performa writing task in order(a)to exercisehis capacityto performthat kind
of task, and/or (b) to demonstrate to the teacher his proficiencyin performing
it" (104-05). And, as earlyas 1968,James Moffettwas defining exercises as the
central definition of old and discreditedpedagogy:
An exercise,by mydefinition,is anypieceof writingpracticedonlyin schoolsthatis, an assignmentthat stipulatesarbitrary
limitsthatleavethe writerwith
no realrelationships
betweenhimanda subjectandanaudience.Iwouldnotask
a studentto writeanythingotherthananauthenticdiscourse,becausethelearnoftechingprocessproceedsfromintentandcontentdownto thecontemplation
nicalpoints,not the otherway.(205)
Moffettwas primarilyattackingthe old workbook"drilland kill"exercisesthat
had stultified students since the 1920s,but he rqportshere on a keen resentment that had been building against all pedagogies based in the older ideas of
exercises as "mentaldiscipline.' The wholesale (and heartfelt) assault on the
teaching of grammarin composition that had been set offby RichardBraddock,
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RichardLloyd-Jones,and Lowell Schoer'sResearchin WrittenCompositionin
1963was a relatedphenomenon. Manyteachers had simply come to disbelieve
in the efficacyof any exercise-basedteaching. By 1980,this attack on the "from
parts to the whole"tradition associated with exercises and textbooks had become much more general.Despite the flashy researchclaims to the contrary,
many people felt that syntactic rhetorics were really not that much different
from the old-time "grammarworkbook"exercises whose usefulness had been
aggressivelychallenged.
The final line in the congeries of criticisms that brought down syntactic
rhetoricswas anti-empiricism.Now we arein complex territory,and I must be
careful to limit my claims. The empirical-researchstrand in English studies
had existed since the 1920s, when educational psychometricians first began
to try testing classroom pedagogies against one another.Modernempirical research in composition, however,was much newer,dating back primarilyto the
potent critiques of Braddock,Lloyd-Jones,and Schoer in Researchin Written
Composition,which had pointed to serious methodological problems in most
extant English research and laid the ground for defensible studies. In 1966,
Braddockhad founded the journalResearchin the TeachingofEnglishto publish the newer and better work he envisioned, and most compositionists
cheered. Forthe next two decades the empirical strand in composition waxed
powerful, with syntactic methods as its first great success and with the cognitive psychology-based research asOnce
rhetorics
sentence
togetserious
inkin sociated mainlywith Carnegie-Mellon
began
thelate1970s,
anumber
ofteachersas its second. In the Big Tent atmoshowever,
atthemmore
looked
and
tofeel phere of the New Rhetoric era of the
closely began
somediscomfort,
withtheirpre-and 1960s and early 1970s, there was a
especially
their
their general air of good feeling produced
scientism, quantifications,
post-test
by the vision, widely shared,that allwholeatmosphere
ofhorse
raceexperimentalism.
rhetoricians, process-based teachers,
linguists, stylisticians, experimenters,psychologists--could work together to
reformand improvethe teaching of writing;workersin differentvineyardsneed
not be enemies. Once sentence rhetorics began to get serious ink in the late
1970s, however,a number of teachers looked at them more closely and began
to feel some discomfort,especiallywith their pre- and post-test scientism, their
quantifications,their whole atmosphere of horse race experimentalism.This
discomfort was not eased by the huge success of sentence-combining,with its
Huntian movement toward a possible pedagogical hegemony. So in the late
1970s, we see the first serious signals of an open anti-empiricism movement
within the coalescing field of composition studies.
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Anti-scientism and anti-empiricism were not completely novel in the
field, of course. We saw a sort of prequelto the movement in the point-counterpoint debate about psychology and invention heuristics in 1971 and 1972
between Janice Lauer and Ann Berthoff.6In its modern form, however, the
movement probablybegins with SusanWells'sand PatriciaBizzell'sworkin the
late 1970s.Wellslooked carefullyat Christensen'swork,arguingthat it was empiricist in both method and epistemology, with an asocial contemplation of
static phenomena at its center.The naturalattitude for a student doing Christensen exercises,said Wells,is
minuteandunquestioningattentionto his or her ownperceptions,passivereceptivityto the messagesof sensation,and the desireto workin isolation....
Thesecharacteristics
amountto a sort of contemplation....Contemplation
is
not distinguishedby its objects,but by the relationof thinkerto thought,and
Christensen's
rhetoricenforcesa contemplativerelation.(472)
And, in an important essay in 1979,Pat Bizzell made the point, which she and
others would sharpen over the next decade, that cultural and community traditions would be "asimportant-if not more important-in shaping the outcome of our debate, as any empiricalevidence adduced and interpretedby the
competing schools of thought"(768).
This humanist- and theory-basedcriticism found its firstvoice in the late
1970s and early 1980s in attacks on the most obvious and successful empirical researchgoing: syntactic pedagogical research.7We can see echoes of the
anti-empiricalposition in some of the arguments I'vementioned against generativerhetoric and imitation, but the real edge of this criticism was directed
at sentence-combining,whose basis in quantitativemethods was almost total.
One criticism resulting from this reliance on empiricism was that sentencecombiningwas a practicewithout a theory,a method without a principle,an ars
without an exercitatio.As Winterowd complained in 1975, "in our self-made
ghetto,compositionists haveneglectedtheory,opting to concern ourselveswith
the pragmatics of everydayteaching" (90-91). James Kinneavybrought this
complaintdown to specifics in 1978,noting that "... few effortshavebeen made
to place sentence-combininginto a largercurricularframework":'
and that it still
awaited a philosophic rationale (60, 76). This lack of a generaltheory was not
seen at first as a particularproblem,since the new researchstrandof sentencecombining was so novel and powerfulthat it submergedother questions.8But
by 1983, when Miami held its second sentence-combining conference, the
problem of theory had become obvious to many participants. The book that
A RhetoricalPerspective,is
emergedfromthat conference,SentenceCombining:
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a fascinatingcollection, the last majorstatement made by the disciplineabout
sentence rhetorics,and as a collection it shows clear awarenessof the changing
weather aroundsentence rhetorics.
By 1983, it was no longer enough to report that sentence-combining
"worked"if no one could specify why it worked. Stars of the 1978 Miami conference RosemaryHake and Joseph Williams were back, this time with more
questions than answers."Sentence-combiningis at this moment operatingat a
verycrudelevelof sophistication:'they claimed,"... interestingtheoreticalspeculation about sentence-combininghas been very infrequent"("Some"100-01).
KennethDowst, in his essay 'An EpistemicView of Sentence-Combining:Practice and Theories,"takes on directly the popular perception that sentencecombining was "apractice devoid of a theory" (333). After examining the
relationof sentence-combiningto epistemic rhetoric,Dowst comes to the conclusion that sentence-combininghas a theory,but that it is "atheory that many
teachers are finding problematicand many students inadequatelyrelevant.To
wit: formalism"(333). The connection with formalismis not the only one possible, says Dowst, but other connections, to rhetoric or epistemic theory, "remain only to be enacted" (333). Despite the hopes expressed at the 1983
conference,they neverwere.And in the increasinglytheoreticalworld of composition studies post-1985,practicewithout theorywas increasinglyassociated
with the lore-worldof earliercomposition and condemned.
Another criticism was that sentence-combining represented methodological hegemony of a kind destructive to a truly humanistic epistemology.
Michael Holzman, in his "Scientism and Sentence Combining"in 1983, drygulches sentence-combiningwith such energythat he almost appearsparanoid
about its possibilities. After slashing and burning all the research findings
down to the affirmationthat "sentence-combiningexercises do appearto help
students learn how to combine sentences (although this skill deteriorates
rapidly)"(77), Holzman makes his central claim for an end to "scientistic"research. "The humanities are the sciences of man," he writes," ... It would be a

serious mistake to allow the fascination of methodologies for social scientific
research to bring us to doubt that literacy is primarily a humanistic attainment" (78-79). Holzman'sfear-that the clear-cut successes of the sentencecombining researchmight slant the whole evolving discipline of composition
studies awayfromtraditionalhumanistic/rhetoricallines and into the camp of
social sciences and psychology-was beginning to be widely sharedin the early
1980s and came to its real fruition four years later,with the wholesale reaction
against cognitive approachesand empiricism in general that marked the be-
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ginning of the Social-Construction Era.9The best-known example of this
methodological critique was Stephen North'sfamous chapter on the experimentalists in his MakingofKnowledgein Compositionin 1987,which calls out
the Miami researchersin particularfor criticism (althoughnot as harshlyas it
does some other experimentalists).
The resultof allof these lines of criticismof syntacticmethodswas that they
were stopped almost dead in their tracksas a researchprogramand ceased being a popularteachingprojectjust a little later.The degreeto which the attacks
succeeded can be seen in the curious growthof the trulylore-orientedconception that "researchhas shown that sentence-combining doesn't work."When
preparingto write this essay,I askeda numberof friendsand colleaguesin composition studieswhat had everhappenedto sentence-combining.At least halfof
them repliedthat it had lost currencybetowhichtheattacks
succeeded
can
cause it hadbeen shownnot to work,not to Thedegree
seen
in
the
of
the
be
curious
lorefar
I
students
write
better.
So
as
can
growth
truly
help
hasshown
determine,this is simplynot true. Outside oriented
that"research
conception
of a few essays, including Marzano'sand thatsentence-combining
doesn't
work."
Holzman's,that reallydid take a slash-andburn attitude towardreportingbalancedopinions of the research,I can find no
workthat genuinely"disproved"
the gains createdforstudents throughsentence
practice.It is true that LesterFaigleyshowed,in two essaysin 1979and 1980,that
Hunt'sconcept of syntactic maturitydid not correlatewith generallyperceived
"Names").But Faigleyhimself did not question the
writing quality("Problems";
holistic qualitygains of the sentence-combiningstudents, stating that the answermust be that sentence combiningand generativerhetoric"affectsome part
of the writingprocessmorefundamentalthan the enhancementof syntacticmaturity" ("Problems"99).10

WarrenCombs and RichardSmith published an essay in 1980 that reported that students would write demonstrablylonger sentences if simply told
to do so by the teacher ("Overtand Covert Cues"),but their experiment was
short-term,and they specificallystated that their "findingsin no way call the efficacy of SC [sentence-combining]instruction into question"(35).11It is true
that the Miamigroup'slast report,which appearedin the non-mainstreamPerceptualand MotorSkills,found that absent other writingwork,the gains made
by the sentence-combinerswere self-sustaining,but that the advantagethat the
experimental group had shown over the control group disappearedafter two
years.The control group,in other words,caught up to the sentence-combiners
aftertwenty-eightmonths.This shows,as the Miamiresearcherscomment, that
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the sentence-combiningpractice "simplyacceleratedthe positive changes that
wouldhaveoccurredaftera longerperiodof normalmaturationand experience"
(Kerek,Daiker,and Morenberg1151).In otherwords,syntacticgains,if not practiced, only persisted for two years.But by this criterion,if our methods in any
given first-yearcomposition course don'tmeasurablyput our students ahead of
otherstudentsforever,they don'tworkand arenot worthdoing.That'sa high hurdle for any pedagogy to clear.Therewere, finally,a few articles publishedwith
"Questions"in their titles: MaryRosner's"Putting'This and That Together'to
Question Sentence-CombiningResearch"in 1984 and AvivaFreedman's"Sentence Combining:Some Questions"in 1985, but these essays were concerned
with specificqueriesabout technical style and abstractingability.Neitherquestioned the generalwriting success of students using the technique.
It really does seem that the current perception that somehow sentence
rhetorics"don'twork"exists as a massivepiece of wish-fulfillment.Leavingaside
the question of syntacticfluencyor maturityentirely,the data fromholistic and
analyticgeneralessay readingsare unequivocal.GeorgeHillocks,reviewingthe
researchin 1986,looked closely into all the majorsentence-combiningresearch
and found many lines of inquirythat needed to be
Thecurrent
thatsomehow followedup. But afterhis carefuldissection,he still
perception
sentence
rhetorics"don't
work"
exists concludedhis section on sentence rhetoricswith a
asa massive
quote that recognized the value of the technique:
pieceofwish-fulfillment.
"Evenwith so manyquestions left unanswered,one
is tempted to agreewith CharlesCooper(1975c) that 'no other single teaching
approachhas everconsistentlybeen shown to have a beneficialeffect on syntactic maturityand writing quality'(p. 72)"(151). In other words, if people believe
that researchhas shownthat sentence rhetoricsdon'twork,theirbeliefexists not
because the recordbearsit out but because it is what people want to believe.
Whywe want to believe it is the interesting part.
So whatwas it that erasedthe sentence,wipedwhat hadbeen the "forefront
in compositionresearchtoday... at the cutting edge of researchdesign"in 198012
off the radarscreen of composition studies?What reducedit from a vital, if unfinished, inquiryinto why a popular stylistic method worked so well to a halfhidden and seldom-discussed classroom practice on the level of, say,
vocabularyquizzes? It was not, as we have seen, that sentence rhetorics were
proved useless. Neither was this erasure the simple playing out of a vein of
material before the onslaughts of the normal scientists who followed the
majorresearchersof sentence rhetorics.If the last importantworkin sentencecombining, Daiker,Kerek,and Morenberg'sRhetoricalPerspective,shows any-
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thing, it is that many of the most interestingquestions about sentence rhetorics
were still being raisedand not answered.13
I think that we have, to a large extent, alreadyseen what it was. The sentence was erasedby the gradualbut inevitablehardeninginto disciplinaryform
of the field of composition studies as a subfield of English studies. The antiformalism,anti-behaviorism,and anti-empiricismthat markedthe criticism of
sentence rhetoricscan be found in some earlierwritersand thinkersin the older
field of composition,but not with the hegemonythey graduallyachievedas disciplinary structures were formed after 1975.
waserasedbythegradual
These three attitudinalstrandsarehallmarksof Thesentence
but
inevitable
intodisciplinary
hardening
English studies and not of works in the other
studies
formofthefieldofcomposition
fields-speech, psychology, education-from
which composition grew after 1950. Depart- asa subfield
ofEnglish
studies.
mental structuresare lasting and durable,and
as it became apparentthat composition studies as a field would almost universallyfind its departmentalhome in the same place its primarycourse identityfirst-year composition-resided, cross-disciplinary elements in the older
composition-rhetoricworldwerelikelyto fade.The graduatestudents after1975
who would make up the core of composition studies were, for better or worse,
Englishgraduatestudents, and they would go on to become Englishprofessors.
On a sheer demographicbasis, it is not strange to see many default attitudes based aroundEnglishdepartments-textuality, holism, stratificationby
status, theory-desire,distrust of scientism--gradually come to define composition studies. Howevercomplex the feelings composition people had and have
about English departments, such departments are usually our native lands.
Evenif we reject much of the culture,we still speak the language.And one result of the increasingEnglish-identificationof composition studies has been a
gradualmovement away from connections that had helped define an earlier,
looser version of composition that arose in the 1950s.We have dropped much
of our relationshipwith non-Englishelements-with education and with high
school teachers,with speech and communications and with oral rhetoric,with
psychologyand with quantitativeresearch.
This is not the place for a complete discussion of the changing demographics of composition studies as it became a clear subfield of English. In
this article I wanted to show, in a very delimited instance, evidence of the
movement's power and potency by examining one part of its effects. When a
phenomenon is hard to see or define, looking at what it has done may point
to important realities about it. In this case, as in a tornado documentary,the
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effects exist as a trail of destruction. There was indeed much destruction in the
wake of the disciplinary formation of composition studies, but since most of it
was destruction of things few people after 1980 had ever believed in or fought
for, the destruction was not noticed by many. Who remembers

Morehasbeenlostthan a vital NCTECollegeSection?Who mourns for the FourComhere. munications Skills or the modes of discourse?But we should
sentence-combining
rememberthat swept awaywith the modes and the five types
of paragraphs were other, newer, and potentially more valuable things. The loss
of all defense of formalism has left some curious vacuums in the middle of our
teaching. Rejection of all behaviorist ideas has left us with uncertainties about
any methodology not completely rationalistic or any system of pedagogical rewards. Distrust of scientistic empiricism has left us with few proofs or certainties not ideologically based. More has been lost than sentence-combining here,
but it seems somehow part of human nature to forget about the preterite. Many
people still professionally active today have deep background as generative
rhetoricians or imitation adepts or sentence-combining pioneers, but they have
lost most of their interest; they do not do that much anymore. They have cut
their losses and gone on. We all must.

Notes
1. C. S. Baldwin's terms, clearness and interest, were not used in his earlier textbook, A College Manual of Rhetoric, in 1902, which adopted Hill's version of
Whately's terms. They are found in his later text, Composition: Oral and Written,
from 1909.
2. These numbers do not include conference papers at the two Miami sentencecombining conferences, which became 45 separate essays in the two proceeding
books.
3. Notice I'm not claiming that sentence rhetorics were gone from teaching. Anecdotal evidence seems to suggest that some teachers have continued to use sentencecombining and Christensen rhetoric even absent any mention of them in books or
journals. They have thus become part of what Stephen North calls teacher lore. But
isn't it ironic that such techniques, which made strong moves toward grammatical
analyses and empirical proofs, have ended up as lore, which North defines (23) as
being driven by pragmatic logic and experiential structure?
4. William Strong attempted to respond to Murrayand Elbow in a heart-breaking
piece with which the 1983 Miami conference (and collection) closes. Strong has
read their papers, and his essay is an attempt to explain to them, and to the world
at large, that sentence-combining is both more and less than they think and fear.
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Called"HowSentence CombiningWorks,"Strong'sessay admits that sentencecombiningis not, cannot be, "realwriting,"and that it cannot and should never
take the place of naturalisticexperience.Still,though,Strongwill not admit that
sentence-combiningis a-rhetoricalor non-naturalistic,and he believesthat "the
languagein sentencecombiningoften triggersmetalinguisticthinkingbeyondits
own discursivecontent"and "helpsstudents transferpower from oral language
rhetoricalperformance,
performanceto writing"(350).Strong'sis an extraordinary
the
of
the
Era
of
for
from a groupthat
at
end
Good
tolerance
struggling
Feelings
was movinginevitablyawayfromhim.Butfinally,his pleaforcompromiseandunderstandingfell on stony ground.Compositionstudies after 1980 did not like or
trust exercises.Anykind of exercises.
5. Today,morethanfifteenyearsafterthe firstcarronadeswerefiredat the various
we areusedto thinkingof ourworld
movementsassociatedwiththe term"process,"
as "post-process"
as a devilterm and a deadletter.As an inand of "expressivism"
tellectual field,we have managedwith considerablesuccess to marginalizethat
movement,at least insofaras it existedas ongoingintellectualor non-pedagogical
discourse. Its greatest champions--Moffett, Britton, Garrison,Emig, Murray,
Macrorie,Stewart,Rohmann-have died or retired,leaving Peter Elbownearly
alone to carrythe banner.Manypeople see expressivismtoday-not unlike sentence-combining,ironically-as a hoarypedagogicalsurvival,exercitatiowith ars,
old-time staffroomlore and instructorprejudice,the body still movingafter the
head has been cut off.It is difficult,on firstconsideration,to imaginethe writingprocessmovementas a potent destructiveforce,or to thinkthatwe, in ourshining
theoreticalplumage,arestill livingin the backwashof its greatprimaryact of pedthe wreckof formalismin all its versions.
agogicalcreation/destruction:
Butthepowerfulrevolutionary
doctrineof theprocessmovementwas,finally,terIt
to
do
wished
riblysimple.
awaywith whateverwas not authenticin writingand
Its
thathugecarteachingwriting. greatenemywas moderncomposition-rhetoric,
of
textbook
nostrums
modes
forms
and
methods
about
and
and
sentences
petbag
and rulesandparagraphsandvocabularyandpunctuationand exercisesandunity
and coherenceand emphasis.If rhetoricwas a fox that knew manysmall things,
processwas a hedgehogthatknewone greatthing:youlearnto writebywritingand
rewritingthings importantto you with the help of a sympatheticreader/teacher.
Everythingelse is, finally,flummery.Formalismand atomismwere huge and inandthe writingprocessmovement
escapablepartsof moderncomposition-rhetoric,
laid downa constantchallengeto them from1960onward.If,as was the case, formalismor atomismwerechargesthat couldbe appliedeven to New Rhetoricideas
suchas syntacticrhetorics,thenappliedtheymustbe. Sadly,regretfullyapplied,yes,
since manysentence-combiners
hadbeen friends.Butwhenyoubuilda set of positions based completely on authenticityand anti-formalism,you cannot easily
choosesome formalismyouwillbe friendswith.
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MaxMorenbergof the Miamisentence-combininggroupcertainlyhadno doubt
who hadburnthis toplesstower.Intwo conferencepresentations,in 1990and 1992,
he surveyedthe wreckageand protestedagainstthe attitudesthat had wroughtit.
His somewhatbittertitles tell the story:In 1990he delivered"Process/Schmocess:
WhyNot Combinea SentenceorTwo?"andin 1992he delivered"'ComeBackto the
TextAg'in,HuckHoney!'"Bothblameddichotomizingprocess/productthinkingfor
the demiseof sentencerhetorics.Unfortunately,
Morenbergneverpublishedeither
talkoutsideof ERIC.
6. This whole argumentcan be seen most easily in Winterowd'sContemporary
Rhetoric(99-103),alongwith Winterowd'sthoughtfulcommentaryon it.
7. Onlya few people saw then that this movementwoulda few yearslaterin 1987
enlargethe criticismto includethe equallypowerfulcognitive-psychologystrand
of research;in retrospectit seems clearthat the realrelationbetweensentenceresearchandcognitiveresearchlayin theircommonnemesis.Theenlargingreaction
againstquantitativeresearchwould eventuallycome to include all but the most
narrativeandhumanisticqualitativeresearchas well,and the resultswould,in the
end,be the same:the effectiveendingof wholelines of researchwithinmainstream
compositionstudies.Ofcourse,muchresearchis still carriedon, but it tends to be
reportedat NCTEandAmericanEducationalResearchAssociation,ratherthan at
CCCC.See Charneyfor the reactionof manyresearchersto this movementwithin
compositionstudies.
8. As late as 1981,evensuch a notedpractitionerof theoryas the lateJamesBerlin
was co-authoringpurelypracticalessayson sentence-combiningcontainingsuch
statementsas, "Insum, the 'sentenceskills'unit shouldnot be relegatedto a few
hoursdevotedto 'style,'but shouldbe seen as centralto some of a writer'smajor
concerns"(Broadheadand Berlin306).
9. In my "CompositionStudiesand Science,:'publishedjust a monthbeforeHolzman'sessay,I made almost the exact plea for the primacyof humanities-based
(whichI calledrhetorical)inquiryoversocial-scienceinquiry.AlthoughI mademy
ownhowlersin thatpiece(lumpingPatBizzellin with all otherKuhn-quotersas an
advocateof empiricalscience!),I was not, I hope,slantingevidenceas obviouslyas
Holzmanseems to do in his condemnationof sentence-combining,whose whole
trainof successeshe dismisseswith a sneer.
10. Faigley'sand Holzman'sworkled to ForrestHoulette's1984articleon reliability and validityin externalcriteriaand holisticscoring,a piece that seems to suggest that neither criterion can be considered empiricallydependableunder all
conditionswithoutthe context of the other.This was the level of epistemological
humilitysyntacticresearchhad reachedby 1984:Therewas no longeranydependablewayto determinewhatwritingwas actuallygood.
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11. Richard Haswell and his co-authors recently mentioned the study of Combs
and Smith as a rare example of replication of research in composition studies (5),
and in terms of careful numerical enumeration of syntactic growth, this is true. But
Combs and Smith studied their students over a much shorter period (six days) than
did O'Hareor the Miami researchers and made no attempt to cover holistic writingquality issues. (There is also some evidence that the overtly cued students [those
told that their teacher would grade long sentences more favorably]simply began to
string long sentences together in a few simple ways, since their T-unit numbers
went up but their clause numbers did not [see pp. 33-35].)
12. This rather embarrassing quote is from my dissertation, written in 1979 and
1980. It's humbling to watch your own doxa turn into historical grist.
13. Janice Neuleib suggested, after hearing an earlier version of this paper, that another possible reason for the decline of sentence-combining was not that all of the
research had been done, but that all of the impressive and groundbreaking research
had been done. No one is much interested in the quotidian mopping-up work of
normal science, especially in social science-based fields. The specialized and
smaller scale studies that were called for (but not done) after 1983 were not careermakers. Although I thought at first that this idea might be too cynical, I have been
gradually forced to admit its possibility.
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